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Abstract: In this work, an advanced, numerical simulation method based on finite element analyses
was developed in order to simultaneously take into account both roller- and structural-induced ring
creeping phenomena. Ring creeping in general refers to a failure mode caused by a (non-bolted)
bearing ring rotating relatively to its adjacent component such as, e.g., shaft or housing during
operation. In particular, the coefficient of friction at the contact interface between bearing ring and
adjacent component has a crucial influence. In order to consider this effect, a bearing ring creeping
test rig based on component-like specimen was developed. Experimental results with respect to
(i) measured creeping parameters such as creeping distance and (ii) the coefficient of friction due to
run-in effects were described. Finally, experimental and numerical results were compared qualita-
tively to approve the reasonableness of the simulation model. The developed simulation approach
enables the consideration of the entire drive train system within the micro-scale creeping evaluation
procedure and therefore supports both drive train and bearing design-specific optimization measures
in order to increase the reliability and robustness of a main bearing arrangement.

Keywords: bearing ring creeping; shrunk bearing rings; micro contact sliding; trained coefficient of
friction; run-in effect; ring creeping test rig; multi-MW rotor main bearing arrangements; dual taper
roller main bearings

1. Introduction

Within the past 30 years, different drive train arrangements have been realized. The sin-
gle momentum bearing is widely used in direct drive train arrangements. This self-retaining
momentum bearing is a one-piece component, ready to install, and shows excellent op-
erational performance. A characteristic feature of this bearing type is that the rings are
attached to the companion structures by preloaded bolts. Another well-suited alternative is
to split the double-row momentum bearing into two separated single bearings. This kind of
bearing arrangement is mainly used in geared machines. Preloaded tapered roller bearings
(TRB) are excellently suited for this purpose due to their high load capacity, stiffness, and
adaptability. However, the inner and outer rings of these bearings are usually clamped to
the companion structure. Consequently, TRB-TRB arrangements are very sensitive to the
drive train assembly, which is why higher requirements are set regarding the design and
the calculation process [1,2].

In particular the failure mode “ring creeping” is design-critical for non-bolted large-
sized diameter rotor main bearing applications, since it can lead to fretting corrosion
and/or abrasive wear between bearing ring and shaft (respectively housing) as shown
in Figure 1 [3].
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and/or abrasive wear between bearing ring and shaft (respectively housing) as shown in 
Figure 1 [3]. 
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Figure 1. Exemplary impact of creeping on the bearing seat of a large-sized diameter bearing: 
Abrasive wear at the surfaces of the inner ring (a) and shaft (b) [4]. 

Ring creeping in general refers to a failure mode caused by a bearing ring rotating 
relatively to its adjacent component during operation. This ring movement as a result of 
the accumulated micro slip occurs due to a local partial reduction or even an entire loss of 
the contact pressure within the joint. The origin of the pressure loss can be demonstrated 
most simply using a two-dimensional  roller bearing as shown in Figure 2. The simplified 
model shows that the pure radial load of the roller forces (static bearing condition) causes 
a wave-like deformation (see Figure 2a). Below the roller, this leads to an increase in the 
frictional shear stress and at the same time to a reduction of the contact pressure (or even 
in the worst case to a gap between the ring and bearing seat) in the intermediate area 
between the rollers. If the frictional contact is exceeded, local slippage occurs. In 
combination with rotating rollers (rotating bearing condition) this leads to a tangential 
elastic deformation in the load-free area between two rollers. If the friction limit is 
exceeded in that area, this leads to a displacement of the compressed part of the bearing 
ring by a few µm in the tangential direction (see Figure 2b). As this process takes place 
continuously, the resulting displacements add up to macroscopically visible relative 
displacements Δ between the bearing ring and adjacent construction. In summary, this 
means that the occurrence of relative movements depends primarily on the coefficient of 
friction (COF) within the joint as well as on the local radial and shear stresses. These local 
stresses are caused by the contact pressure of the interference fit and additionally either 
by the roller elements itself (roller-induced creeping; see Figure 2) or by the deformation 
of the adjacent drivetrain components (structural-induced creeping) [5,6]. 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 2. Schematic 2D representation of the roller-induced creeping mechanism at static (a) and 
rotating bearing condition (b) using a housing (yellow), outer ring (blue) and rollers (dark grey).  

Both causes have been investigated in detail on small-sized bearings by means of 
analytical approaches, experiments and finite element (FE) simulations [7–18]. The 
proposed procedure of a 3D kinematic finite element analysis can be used to analyze the 
physical creeping effect and provides a quantitative evaluation of the creeping behavior. 
Moreover, it also enables the comparison of different countermeasures against creeping [6]. 

As these kinematic simulations are very complex and time-consuming a simplified 
(and thus faster) calculation tool “SimWag” was developed by the “Research Association 

Figure 1. Exemplary impact of creeping on the bearing seat of a large-sized diameter bearing:
Abrasive wear at the surfaces of the inner ring (a) and shaft (b) [4].

Ring creeping in general refers to a failure mode caused by a bearing ring rotating
relatively to its adjacent component during operation. This ring movement as a result of
the accumulated micro slip occurs due to a local partial reduction or even an entire loss of
the contact pressure within the joint. The origin of the pressure loss can be demonstrated
most simply using a two-dimensional roller bearing as shown in Figure 2. The simplified
model shows that the pure radial load of the roller forces (static bearing condition) causes
a wave-like deformation (see Figure 2a). Below the roller, this leads to an increase in the
frictional shear stress and at the same time to a reduction of the contact pressure (or even in
the worst case to a gap between the ring and bearing seat) in the intermediate area between
the rollers. If the frictional contact is exceeded, local slippage occurs. In combination with
rotating rollers (rotating bearing condition) this leads to a tangential elastic deformation
in the load-free area between two rollers. If the friction limit is exceeded in that area, this
leads to a displacement of the compressed part of the bearing ring by a few µm in the
tangential direction (see Figure 2b). As this process takes place continuously, the resulting
displacements add up to macroscopically visible relative displacements ∆ between the
bearing ring and adjacent construction. In summary, this means that the occurrence of
relative movements depends primarily on the coefficient of friction (COF) within the joint
as well as on the local radial and shear stresses. These local stresses are caused by the
contact pressure of the interference fit and additionally either by the roller elements itself
(roller-induced creeping; see Figure 2) or by the deformation of the adjacent drivetrain
components (structural-induced creeping) [5,6].
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Figure 2. Schematic 2D representation of the roller-induced creeping mechanism at static (a) and
rotating bearing condition (b) using a housing (yellow), outer ring (blue) and rollers (dark grey).

Both causes have been investigated in detail on small-sized bearings by means of ana-
lytical approaches, experiments and finite element (FE) simulations [7–18]. The proposed
procedure of a 3D kinematic finite element analysis can be used to analyze the physical
creeping effect and provides a quantitative evaluation of the creeping behavior. Moreover,
it also enables the comparison of different countermeasures against creeping [6].

As these kinematic simulations are very complex and time-consuming a simplified
(and thus faster) calculation tool “SimWag” was developed by the “Research Association
for Drive Technology” (FVA) to predict the creeping tendency. This qualitative prediction
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method is based on a binary slip criterion that was calibrated using kinematic simulations
and experiments. The SimWag result only allows the statement of whether creeping occurs
or not. It does not provide any information on how the creeping behavior looks in detail.
This lack of detail hampers a reliable design process and a detailed evaluation of bearing
and drive train design-specific countermeasures. In addition, the simplified prediction
method of SimWag was only validated up to a bearing diameter of about 500 mm. Therefore,
the application for large-sized bearings is associated with uncertainties. This is particularly
crucial since large-sized bearings tend to be more critical with regard to creeping anyway.
This is due to the fact that the micro-movements are roughly proportional to the size of the
bearing, so the creeping-critical “threshold values” of the slip, which are to be regarded as
absolute values, are already reached at lower loads. In addition, the rings of large-sized
bearings are—compared to smaller designs—relatively thin-walled due to weight reasons,
which reduces the relative stiffness as well as the joint pressure as a result of the smaller
relative oversize [8]. These entire effects specific to large-sized bearings promote creeping,
which is why an advanced (and at the same time efficient) simulation method is required
for large-sized rotor main bearing applications as shown in Figure 3 [9,11].
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Since the investigational workload increases significantly with increasing bearing size,
experimental as well as simulative creeping investigations on slewing bearings are very
rare. Besides, the increase in the COF—the so-called training effect [8] —has not yet been
considered in detail in the kinematic simulations and has not yet been sufficiently answered
in the literature [3,5,17–21]. It is generally assumed that during the friction training, the
initial COF in the contact interface is significantly increased due to (micro) wear, which
can be observed in Figure 1. In this process, the metal particles extracted from the surface
oxidize. Since the reaction products are more voluminous than the starting material, tensile
residual stresses occur in the adjacent metal parts [21]. This leads to a tighter interlocking of
surfaces by clawing- and/or micro-welding effects. As a consequence, it is possible that the
wear particles remaining in the contact joint stop the creeping movement [3,22]. However,
the question remains unanswered why the friction coefficient on conventional friction test
rigs, in which two specimens are repeatedly twisted against each other by a few degrees,
does not provide the same friction coefficient as it does after creeping [4,9].

Therefore, it is essential to take into account the training effect due to creeping at
any creeping simulation. This can be done either by an integrated wear simulation or by
considering the trained friction coefficient, which has been previously determined on a
creeping test rig. The consideration of the measured coefficient of friction in the creeping
simulation has the big advantage that the training mechanism does not have to be known
in detail and no wear model has to be developed for it, but nevertheless, the effect is
completely represented.
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Accordingly, this paper experimentally and theoretically investigates the ring creeping
damage mechanism in large-sized rotor main bearings. Since the knowledge gained so
far has not addressed the training effect in detail and since the transfer of small to large
bearing arrangements is only partially valid, this must be investigated explicitly. Thereby,
the focus is experimentally on the measurement of the creeping movement as well as the
training effect and numerically on an efficient FE modeling.

2. Developed Procedure

In order to cope with the above-mentioned challenges regarding the creeping of
slewing bearings, an advanced numerical simulation method was developed. Therefore, a
structured procedure is shown to observe the test rig and simulation results of creeping,
including the training effect.

In this procedure, a test assembly (consisting of a shaft and inner ring) is at first mounted
on a creeping test rig. The external load is afterward varied until permanent creeping move-
ments are measured (see Section 3.1). During this test rig run, the creeping movements
simultaneously train the COF in the contact joint. The load at which the permanent creep
finally occurs is referred to as the creeping limit and it can be used as a benchmark for the
FE simulation. In addition, the COF of the test assembly—representing the trained or run-in
contact conditions—is determined on a different test rig (see Section 3.2) and is used as an
input variable for the simulation. So the physical creeping behavior can be modeled more
realistically (see Section 4). The FE simulation itself was configured in such a way that no
settings or parameters (e.g., contact or mesh settings) were aligned or calibrated with the
test rig measurements (see Section 4.1). As a result, a numerically consistent simulation
model was developed, which is independent of any experimental calibration, and thus the
scope of application is not limited. This allows a suitable comparison of experimental and
numerical creeping results (see Section 4.3).

3. Experimental Investigations

Extensive tests were carried out on a newly designed creeping test rig (see Section 3.1)
on which ring creeping can be generated and measured. The generic design of this test
rig and the appropriate accessibility of the measurement sensor system allow an in-depth
investigation of the ring creeping phenomena. Therefore, it provides suitable prerequisites for
determining necessary input variables for the numeric simulation and a detailed investigation
of the influence of parameters (such as surface quality, material pairing, surface hardness, etc.)
on the ring creeping tendency of large-sized bearings. In contrast to common dynamic friction
tests, the follow-up tests on the COF test rig (see Section 3.2) at thyssenkrupp rothe erde OU
Germany (abbr.: tkre), allow the determination of the increased COF of the trained specimen
for a subsequent application in the numerical simulations [4].

3.1. Creeping Test Rig

To enable an isolated investigation of the ring creeping of a large-sized bearing (de-
tached from the global system behavior), a new creeping test rig has been developed,
see Figure 4.

The test specimen, shown in green, consists of a cast iron shaft with a cylindrical
roller bearing. The inner ring of the bearing together with the shaft (interference fit) is
rotating; the outer ring of the bearing stands still. The radial load is induced using a
hydraulic cylinder, which is pressed onto the outer ring of the bearing. To measure the
relative (circumferential) movement between the shaft and the inner ring, the inductive
displacement measurement (position sensor) of Figure 5 is used.
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Figure 5. Measurement setup of the tkre creeping test rig.

Figure 6 shows the measurement curves of a typical test scenario to investigate the
ring creeping of one inner ring/shaft configuration. In the upper part of the figure, the
applied force by the hydraulic cylinder is plotted over time. Below the measurement signal
of the creeping sensor is illustrated. In the first test, the bearing ring starts creeping at
about the green line. It can be noticed, that the passed creeping distance of the bearing
ring is increasing for each load step. If the test (re-run) with the identical inner ring/shaft
configuration is repeated, the radial load to trigger ring creeping is increasing. The reason
for that is the training effect, which leads to an increased COF between the bearing ring
and the adjacent component.
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3.2. Coefficient of Friction (COF) Test Rig

The COF test rig allows the determination of the increased COF of the trained specimen,
thus a differentiation between an increase in the COF due to real training by creeping and
an increase in the COF due to conventional abrasive wear processes (common dynamic
friction tests) is made possible. During the test, the shaft is bolted to the foundation, and the
inner ring is moved in the circumferential direction by the hydraulic cylinders as shown in
Figure 7. By measuring the necessary force (respectively the moment M) to initiate a defined
relative movement, the integral COF µF for the design process is calculated according
to Equation (1) [23].

µF = (2 × M)/(dF × NF) (1)
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The joint diameter dF for the test configuration is 725 mm. The nominal force NF of
the interference fit can be calculated using the joint pressure pF and the bearing width LF
of 80 mm as shown in Equation (2):

NF = π × dF × LF × pF (2)

The joint pressure pF itself was determined for different oversizes via a separate static
FE simulation.

The force required to rotate the inner ring and the tangential ring movement of the
inner ring/shaft configuration of Section 3.1 is illustrated in Figure 8. In the first test,
the force required to rotate the inner ring is approx. 118 kN. In all subsequent tests, the
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force required to rotate the inner ring is at a load level far below the force of the trained
conditions (approx. 72 kN). It can thus be concluded that there is already a change in the
parting line during the first COF test, which reduces the coefficient of friction compared to
the trained condition.
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By using the presented test strategy, it is possible to evaluate the ring creeping ten-
dency i.e., for different surface qualities or material pairings. In addition, the increase of
COF as a corrective action against ring creeping (i.e., due to different surface qualities)
becomes experimentally quantifiable. For example, a trained blasted inner ring surface
has an increase in COF of approx. 38% compared to a trained common turned surface.
Furthermore, the determined COF is a necessary input value of the following advanced
numerical simulation method.

4. Numerical Simulation Method

To facilitate an analysis of the physical creeping effect on the micro-scale level while at
the same time modeling the relevant drivetrain behavior on a component scale level, the
simulation approach is to be defined suitably. Therefore, a simulation model was developed
that is based on a nonlinear, static transient structural analysis. The goal was to develop
an FE model that is inherently consistent without experimental calibration. The test rig
measurements are thus available for an unbiased comparison of the numerical results.

4.1. Finite Element Model Setup

Due to the complexity of the creeping simulation, the model setup must be as efficient
as possible. Therefore, only the contact joint and the adjacent test rig components (bearing
inner ring and shaft) are modeled as shown in Figure 9.

Accordingly, the rollers are not modeled either, but substituted by the corresponding
contact forces. These forces are applied automatically rotating in several steps via a
proprietary script representing the line contact between the roller and the raceway. Since
the rollers themselves are accordingly not included as a solid model, only the corresponding
reaction forces can be shown in the small subfigure of Figure 9. The reaction forces plotted
for three rollers highlight the modeled line contact between the raceway and roller. This
modeling technique reduces the simulation effort and improves the convergence behavior
since no (connecting) elements for the rollers and no contact conditions between the rollers
and the raceway are needed. The applied load distribution itself is determined previously
by means of a static finite element analysis considering all test rig components.
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Figure 9. Simulation model of the creeping test rig in cross-sectional view with the evaluation point
at the same position as the distance sensor.

The FE mesh also focuses on the contact joint between the bearing ring and the shaft.
For this purpose, each elastic FE body is divided and recombined via bonded contact. This
can be exemplarily shown in Figure 9 by the component of the stub shaft (refer to Figure 4).
This component was initially divided into 5 parts within the computer-aided design (CAD)
model. Afterward, these parts could be meshed separately and then reconnected via
bonded contact so that they are treated as one component again within the simulation. On
the one hand, this ensures that regular hexahedral meshes are generated. On the other
hand, it enables the variation of the mesh size within a component over a wide range: For
example, the domain of the contact joint has a very fine mesh size, whereas remote domains
are meshed coarser—but still in sufficient detail for an adequate stiffness representation.
All these stepwise simplifications of the model are necessary in order to simulate creeping
at all in the case of large-sized bearings with regard to memory and time requirements and
were confirmed by convergence studies.

Each simulation run consists of three main steps:

1. Boundary conditions of the interference fit: The interference between the bearing ring
and the shaft is not modeled geometrically. Instead, it is integrated into the contact
condition as an initial penetration that is zeroed out gradually. During this first step,
the friction is deactivated so that a condition without frictional shear stress ensues;

2. Frictional contact condition and external load: The contact condition in the joint is set
from frictionless to frictional by using the trained COF. The initial load distribution
of the bearing is applied as radial forces. As an alternative or in addition, any other
external loads that occur (periodically) can also be applied. Thus, it is possible to
simulate structural-induced creeping as well;

3. Load stepwise rotation of the roller forces: During this calculation sequence, the
previously stationary bearing model is set in motion by rotating the radial forces
by a defined angle at each load step. This stepwise rotation of the load distribution
isshown in Figure 10 for two different calculation increments.
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Figure 10. Roller forces at the (a) 1st and (b) 20th calculation increment.

4.2. Exemplary Simulation Results

This described simulation run is mainly characterized by the contact of the inter-
ference fit. During the overrollings, the contact status between the component facets
in the joint alternates between sticking and sliding. This frequent change necessitates
well-adjusted contact parameters: Starting with the contact algorithm, via the contact
stiffness/penetration to a suitable contact search, all parameters are to be aligned. These
configurations were tested by means of parameter studies for convergence independently
as well as in their combination and were adapted to the mesh and step size. Especially
the mesh and step size of the calculation are important setting parameters that have to be
defined according to the number of rollers and the bearing size in order to ensure numerical
convergence and physically reasonable results. If the finite element model is configured
suitably, the result shown in Figure 11 can be obtained after a calculation run.
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Figure 11. Exemplary result plot and characteristic values of a creeping simulation.

The plotted tangential displacement of an evaluation node shows a pattern that
repeats itself with each bearing revolution. Whether creeping occurs is indicated by the
resulting displacement at the beginning and after one bearing revolution. The persistent
displacement represents the creeping distance and the creeping speed can be determined
by the gradient of the displacement graph. If no displacement persists, no creeping has
occurred. Nevertheless, the characteristic displacement pattern can (but does not have to)
exist, but at a creeping speed of zero.

Besides the physical creeping kinematics, the simulation can also be used to examine
other interim results, which help to evaluate the joint. For example, the pressure distribution
within the joint can be investigated in detail. Figure 12 shows the contact pressure resulting
from the interference fit and the applied roller forces.
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Figure 12. Exemplary plot of the pressure distribution at the interference fit including the applied
roller forces.

In the width direction, the typical pressure distribution of interference fits can be seen.
The white dotted line highlights the pressure distribution at the circumferential position
of 110 degrees, which is far away from the load zone (Figure 12: circumferential position
of about 140 to 170 degrees). At this position, the resulting pressure distribution is purely
due to the interference fit and shows the typical bathtub shape. The pressure loss at the
center of the bearing is due to a groove in the shaft, which is required to disassemble the
bearing from the shaft. At the load zone, the pressure distribution of the interference fit
is superimposed by the influence of the roller forces. Accordingly, there is an increase in
the pressure level right below the rollers (white lines). Between two rollers, the wave-like
pattern indicates a slight decrease in the pressure level. Directly next to the load zone
(Figure 12: circumferential positions of about 120–130 and 180–190 degrees), there is a de-
crease in the pressure level. At these two positions, the pressure level even decreases below
the pressure value that would be present due to the pure interference fit. Consequently, this
reduced contact pressure provides less resistance to circumferential movements. Although
the lower pressure level itself is not a sufficient criterion for creeping, it can be used as an
indication of critical spots.

4.3. Comparison of Results

The sensor data of the creeping test rig provide the external load at which creeping
occurs (incl. creeping speed) as well as the detailed shape of the creeping movement during
one revolution. In Figure 13, this characteristic shape is qualitatively compared with the
simulation result in order to check the plausibility of the FE modeling. For this purpose,
a simulation run was performed with the aforementioned steps and the circumferential
displacement at the evaluation point was determined during one bearing revolution. The
comparison of both results shows a reasonable similarity between the graphs. Initially, the
loaded rollers push the evaluation point forward until the load is on top of it. Afterward,
the observed point can move back until the following (less loaded) rolling elements push
it slightly forward again. In the following the load zone is far away from the evaluation
point, therefore almost no movement can be determined. As soon as the evaluation point
re-enters the load zone, the deformation movement starts again from the beginning. If any
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displacement remains after one cycle, this indicates the permanent creeping movement of
the bearing ring. If no displacement remains, no creeping has occurred.
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5. Conclusions

In this work, a structured, FE-based procedure is shown to align the test rig and
simulation results of ring creeping for a large-sized bearing ring including the so-called
training or “run-in” effect. One of the unique aspects is that the training effect is not taken
into account using a wear simulation. Instead, a test concept was developed that enables
the measurement of the trained coefficient of friction, which subsequently is used as an
input parameter in the creeping simulation. In addition, the FE setup of the creeping model
was optimized so that the friction-increasing training effect could be adequately taken into
account at large-sized bearings for the first time. The procedure also allows detailed insight
into the contact interface and thus provides a deeper understanding of the ring creeping
damage mechanism.

An initial comparison between the creeping results of the test rig and the FE simulation
model shows similar results with respect to the evaluation of the creeping movement.
The simulation approach shown has the general advantage that the scope of application
is not limited and thus further drive train components can be considered within the
creeping analysis. Thus, non-bolted rotor main bearing applications can be analyzed more
detail with regard to both roller- and structural-induced bearing ring creeping phenomena.
Consequently, countermeasures can be investigated more purposefully and therefore better
contribute to increasing the robustness and reliability of such drive train systems.

In order to enhance the developed method, further comparisons with test rig results,
as well as sensitivity studies, are currently in progress. On the one hand, these include
experimental investigations of different material combinations and surface treatments to
determine the corresponding trained coefficient of friction. On the other hand, additional
FE studies are in progress to investigate the influence of different aspects (e.g., temperature
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fluctuations) and also to speed up the simulation so that the method can be used in day-to-
day business.
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